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L’Egisto

“Compelling”

REVIEWS JUN 9,  2021

COCKPIT THEATRE, LONDON

L'Egisto at the Cockpit Theatre. Photo: Laurent
Compagnon

A compelling production of

Cavalli’s opera that brings

contemporary style and insight

to baroque conventions

Ten months on from its open-air

Savītri in Highgate, Hampstead

Garden Opera heads south to the

black-box Cockpit Theatre in

Marylebone.



REVIEWER

Yehuda Shapiro writes regularly for The

Stage and Opera magazine. He has a

special interest in emerging operatic talent

and has also translated surtitles for six

productions at the Royal Opera House.

Yehuda Shapiro
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Francesco Cavalli’s L’Egisto, first

seen in Venice in 1643, is a tale of

Classical gods and men. Marcio da

Silva, both director and music

director, does justice to its blend of

ritualistic formality and sensuous

fluidity with a production that fuses

stark stylisation (partly imposed by

social distancing) and gripping

naturalism.

At the opera’s heart are two men

and two women. Having been

abducted and enslaved, Egisto

(tenor) and Climene (soprano)

return to Climene’s home island of

Zakynthos. There they discover that

their respective lovers, Clori

(soprano) and Lidio (countertenor)

are now entangled. Complications

both serious and comic ensue.

Ostensibly, matters are finally

resolved by a deus ex machina, but

here anxious expressions and

angular, imploring gestures suggest

that all might not be well.

The in-the-round action centres on

a stepped podium, a raked circular

platform and two ceiling-high

organza panels. Its cumulative

effect is heightened by Egisto’s

climactic mad scene, movingly

performed by Kieran White, both

pure and clarion of voice.
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English National
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under-21s

Glyndebourne
revived: charting
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Britain’s biggest
opera festival

Helen May (Climene) and Erich

Schlossberg (Lidio) really hit their

stride when the tension rises, she

ringing the rafters, he whip-like in

his responses. Shafali Jalota, as the

put-upon Clori, is melting and

mellifluous. All the supporting roles

are taken with character and an

acute sense for the Italian text, but

Stephanie Hershaw is especially

captivating as Amore and Anna-

Luise Wagner takes no prisoners as

Dema, the sometimes bawdy voice

of feminine experience.
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